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                 you will add any needed security components to your Web database application you created in homework 3.                you will add any needed security components to your Web database application you created in homework 3.

                 SDEV 400 – Homework 4  AWS Cloud Security  Overview:  In t his homework , you will add any needed security components to your Web database application you  created in homework 3.  Assignment: Total 100 points  Using the readings from week s 1 and 8 as a baseline, and your homework 3, review your code and  application for any potential vulnerabilities. Fix the vulnerabilities and redeploy the application on AWS.  For your documentation, you should describe the vulnerabilities you found and discuss how you fixed  them. You should provide screen captures of the revised web database application running on the AWS servers.  Finally, and most important ly, be sure to shut down each instance to avoid any additional charges to  your account.  Your document should b e well -organized, well -written and provide all references used for your  research. There should be minimal spelling and grammatical errors.  Deliverables:  Submit your paper in W ord or PDF format no later than the due date .   Grading rubric:  Attribute  Meets  Does not meet  Find and Fix Vulnerabilities  75 points  Review s ho mework 3 code and  database scripts and identifies any  potential vulnerabilities. (25 points)   Fix es the vulnerabilities . (40 points)   Redeploy s the application on AWS .  (10 points)  0 points  Does not r eview ho mework 3 code and  database scripts or identify any  potential vulnerabilities.   Does not f ix the vulnerabilities .   Does not redeploy s the application on  AWS .  Documentation and submiss ion  25 points  Describe s the vulnerabilities you  found . (5 points)   Discuss es how the vulnera bilities  were fixed. (10 points)   Provide s screen captures of the  revised web database application  0 points  Does not d escribe the vulnerabilities  you found .   Does not d iscuss how the  vulnera bilities were fixed.   Does not p rovide screen captures of  the revised web database application running on the AWS servers. running on the AWS servers. (5  points)   Document is well -organized and  well -written , provide s all references  used for your research using APA  style citing guidelines , and contains  minimal spelling and grammatical errors . (5 points)   Document is not well -organized or  well -written , does not provide all  references used for your research  using APA style citing guidelines , and  contains multiple spelling and  grammatical errors .  
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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